Doves Class

Topic Title: Stone Age to Iron Age

English
Weekly spelling,
handwriting, guided
reading and handwriting.
Comparison of two stories
with historical settingsStone Age Boy and Stig
of the Dump.
Character description.
Story stepping, planning
and writing. Redrafting
and editing. Extending
sentences. Using adverbs,
similes and metaphors.
Using dictionaries and
thesauri.
Spelling focus on word
families, prefixes and
suffixes.

Maths
Number and place value.
Measurement.
Mental and written
addition and subtraction.
Properties of shapes.
Mental and written
division and
multiplication. 3x,4x and
5x tables.
Time - am and pm.
Analogue and digital
clocks.
Representing data using
pictograms.
Fractions, ratio and
proportion. Finding
fractions of quantities.

Opportunities for topic
related Maths
Time lines. Weighing in
cookery. Converting
distances on maps.

Term:

Autumn 2020

Science
Rocks - Naming and
comparison of rocks. How
are fossils formed?
Making our own fossils.
How is soil made?
Light - Why do we need
light? Experiments to
understand reflection and
shadows. Light safety.

Computing
Following school’s safer
internet code.
Collecting information.
Manipulating and
improving digital images.
Word processing and
research.

Music
Listening to and
appraising different
pieces of music. Rhythm
and Blues - Joanna
Mangona, Michael
Jackson and Marvin Gaye.
Pulse, rhythm and pitch.
Playing the glockenspiel.

Geography/History
Geography - Locating and
naming world oceans and
volcanoes. What causes
earthquakes?
History - changes in
Britain from Stone Age
to Iron Age. Religion,
technology, art,
farming and culture.
PE
Ball skills. Basketball.
Following rules fairly.
Team games.

Art/DT
Self - portraits. Mark
making inspired by Van
Gogh’s landscape
drawings. Collage
stimulated by Klimt’s
Tree of Life.
Designing and making
wooden boats and
parachutes.
Languages
French
Using a bilingual
dictionary. Naming and
describing people,
objects and places.
Learning French songs.

RE
Symbolism within a wide
range of religions. Symbol
of light within Hinduism,
Christianity and Judaism.
Biblical stories linking to
water.
Diwali and the story of
Rama and Sita.
PSHCE
Class circle time.
Friendship and class
rules. Weekly
Mindfulness. Gratitude
jar, journals and art.

